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More than 70 percent of patients find their 
healthcare providers through a search engine. 
This means appearing high on search results 
is critical for growing your practice. If you are 
not familiar with successful SEO tactics, this 
white paper will help you get started.
When most people hear about search engine optimization (SEO), they think of researching keywords and building links. 

While this is somewhat correct, that is not all there is to modern SEO. These days, analytics and content play a significant 

role in improving the ranking of your healthcare website. 

However, if you have been persistently working on keyword optimization but are not getting the desired results, you 

need to consider other factors that impact SEO ranking. It is important to consider that search engine algorithms not 

only rate the relevance of your keywords, they also assess vital information such as the average duration visitors stay on 

your website, bounce rate, pages viewed, broken links, outbound and inbound links and many more. 

Getting visitors to stay on your website and engage with your content can boost your website’s ranking, and you can 

achieve this by making your website easy to navigate and by providing useful content.

Including well-researched keywords to get visitors to click through to your website is only half the story. You will need to 

optimize your website for visitors who use search engines and endeavor to make user-friendliness an important goal.

In this white paper, we will look at the various aspects of website usability that impact its ranking and how you can 

improve ranking by enhancing your website’s usability.
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So, what exactly is website usability, 
and how can it improve your SEO ranking?
The usability of a website includes many design elements, most of which are tied to conversion rates. Here are some of 

the key elements that affect your website ranking:

EFFECTIVENESS: are visitors able to achieve their objectives when they land on your healthcare website? do they find 

your website easy to navigate? Can they quickly find the information they need?

EFFICIENCY: In addition to being easy to navigate, how quickly can a visitor find the desired information on your 

website? If visitors cannot find the required information effectively and efficiently, they will navigate away.

LEaRNaBILITY: are the calls-to-action prominent? This is because if visitors are spending too much time searching for 

information on your website, they will spend less time consuming that information. 

MEMORaBILITY: are the keywords associated with your website search-relevant and memorable enough so that visitors 

can find your website again? Repeat traffic can help boost your Google ranking. 

ERROR pREVENTION: a broken link error can affect not only user experience but also SEO ranking. For instance, a 404 

page Not Found error or a broken link that is no longer valid can severely impact user experience and website usability.

Search engines prefer websites that are user-friendly and provide useful content. Google favors websites that are not 

only rich in keywords but that also establish visitor engagement.

SEO ranking improves significantly when visitors stay on your website longer, view more sections or pages and repeat 

their visits. The more user-friendly your website is, the more likely visitors are going to return to it.
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Fundamentals for improving SEO ranking
Here are eight elements that not only increase your website’s usability but also help improve SEO ranking:

1. KEYWORd RESEaRCH: The most important step of a successful SEO campaign is keyword research. While doing 

keyword research, try to find which keywords or phrases potential patients are using to find your website and then 

decide which ones to target. Ideally, the keywords with more potential are the ones with a higher search volume and low 

competition. Unfortunately, your competitors must be doing similar research. This makes these keywords limited and 

insufficient to support your SEO campaign. Try to include long tail keywords. You must analyze your competitors’ online 

marketing practices, improve upon them and create your SEO strategy.

2. HIGH-qUaLITY CONTENT: Without useful content, you cannot practice effective SEO. In order to develop an 

effective SEO strategy, you will need to create and publish content that is appealing to your target audience and 

optimized for search. Creating relevant content that generates leads means building a strong brand that improves your 

credibility, strengthens your brand image and expands your market presence. according to research, content between 

2,000 to 2,500 words is likely to rank higher in search engine results. although word count does not rule the SEO world 

and nobody will read your content if it is not informative, longer content gives you the opportunity to include more 

keywords and outbound links and get people to spend more time on your website. another reason to create compelling 

content is that when visitors bookmark your website or content on Chrome, it helps to improve your SEO ranking in 

Google.
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3. paGE LOadING SpEEd: Most search engines include page load speed in their website ranking algorithm. Visitors 

may leave your website if they have to wait an extra few seconds for each page to load. This may increase bounce rate 

and reduce the number of pages viewed, which will impact your SEO ranking. Some studies indicated that 40 percent 

of visitors would abandon a website that takes longer than three seconds to load. There are many effective ways to 

increase page load speed, such as using a caching plug-in, keeping the code clean, optimizing images and minimizing 

redirects. Correctly optimizing images can help reduce file size and improve page load speed. Upgrading your web host 

to a virtual private network (VpN) can help reduce page load times.

4. TECHNICaL OpTIMIzaTION: Search engines such as Google and Bing use software called crawlers to read your 

website’s content and code. If your practice website is not technically perfect, it may be difficult for crawlers to read and 

understand its content, which will impact its rank in search engine results. It is critical to check the following technical 

points:

URL STRUCTURE: Try to keep the URLs under 100 characters long, use dashes instead of underscores, and 

avoid special characters.

TITLE TaGS: Include a unique title tag on every page, and restrict the length of the title tag to 75 characters. Be 

sure to include relevant keywords in the title tag.

METa dESCRIpTION TaGS: Include a unique meta description tag on every page. Meta descriptions should 

ideally be up to 160 characters long and briefly describe the page.

HEadING TaGS: Headings are part of the webpage’s HTML and are visible to visitors. Every web page should 

have only a unique H1 heading tag. Correct use of header tags can help divide your content into sections that 

are easier to read. Search engines focus more on keywords in header tags. By including relevant keywords in 

your header tags, you can boost your SEO ranking.

dUpLICaTE CONTENT: These issues occur when the same content exists on your website under different 

URLs. This can have adverse effects on your website’s ranking as search engines may not know which version to 

include in their index. It is recommended to either remove the duplicate content or create redirections between 

the different versions.

STRUCTUREd daTa: Structured data allows you to add special markup to your content, which helps the search 

engines to understand its type. Structured data can also provide rich snippets for your web pages in the search 

results pages, which can help you achieve higher rankings.
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5. qUaLITY OF OUTBOUNd aNd INBOUNd LINKS: To make your content more relevant, you can link out to authority 

websites for providing in-depth information to your readers. This will not only increase the credibility of your content and 

increase the time visitors spend on your website, but it is also likely to send trust signals to search engines to improve 

SEO ranking. However, too many outbound links can make the content hard to get through.

6. VIdEO CONTENT: a variety of graphics, including videos and slideshows, can enrich the user experience and help to 

deliver content in a way that is best-suited to your target audience. Video content is increasingly gaining importance in 

driving user engagement and conversion. according to research, websites using videos can achieve a nearly five percent 

conversion rate compared to a three percent conversion rate on websites that do not use video content.

7. MOBILE OpTIMIzaTION: Being mobile-friendly is as important for healthcare websites as it is for other businesses. 

Google penalizes websites that are not mobile-friendly by bringing down their search ranking. More and more patients 

are consuming online content on mobile devices, and not being mobile-friendly will affect user experience and 

conversion rates. Going mobile does not have to be restricted to just having a responsive website. You can take it a step 

further and develop an app. By making your website mobile-friendly and offering a related app, you can make made 

your services easily accessible to a target audience.

8. SOCIaL SHaRING: The number of posts and shares on Facebook, Twitter, pinterest and other social media platforms 

can significantly influence SEO ranking. Installing social sharing buttons on your practice website not only makes it 

easy for patients to share your content but it can also help you rank higher on searches. Social sharing can also drive 

purchasing behavior.

60% of people prefer watching video over reading text.
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Conclusion
If you feel you have to squeeze a keyword into a sentence, you are approaching SEO with the wrong approach. While 

keyword density was a common concept a few years ago, it is not very relevant these days. Instead, focus on creating 

content that your existing and potential patients will find useful.

If your website content sounds unnatural because you are trying to optimize it for search engines, change it. Search 

engines are cracking down harder on keyword stuffing, so these age-old tactics are likely to cause your rankings to drop, 

killing your online reputation.

You do not have to spend a lot of hard-earned money to dramatically improve your search visibility. Even simple steps 

can help you achieve a major SEO boost. In the end, SEO is all about improving the user experience and enhancing the 

usability of your practice website. any positive change that makes your visitors happier and more comfortable navigating 

your website is likely to make search engines happier, too.

To make sure your patients find you on Google, call 855.898.2710  to request your Free SEO assessment. an SEO 

assessment will show you how you rank in Google searches compared to your competitors and several ways to improve 

your rankings so your patients find you on Google.

Most Effective – and Most Difficult – SEO Tactics
Based on a survey of 286 marketing, sales and business professionals from around the world
(71% B2B) identifying the most effective SEO tactics used and the most difficult to execute.
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